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THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE 

May 24, 1971 

MEMORANDUM 

The Task Force on the Evaluation of Administration 

"What's Good for the Goose ••• " 

The evaluation of administrators at Evergreen should be a pleasure rather than 

a punishment. Its primary purpose should be to provide support for the kind of 

creative, flexible, and humane administration that Evergreen must have in order 

to insure a steady improvement in teaching by our faculty and learning by our 

students. 

We believe that our students should learn to evaluate and judge themselves and 

their work intelligently, critically, and courageously. This is a part of 

becoming adult, free, and human. We believe that the faculty must continue 

to grow in this fashion too and that the administrators at Evergreen can hardl y 

be expected to participate effectively and do their work effectively and 

creativeYy unless they too are learning to evaluate themselves. A college 

pledged to the liberation of the mind, to the cultivation of the free and 

responsible individual cannot be expected to succeed if its administrators, its 

president, vice presidents, deans, and directors march to a different drum. We 

want a college that is a community of learners, one in which the administrators 

as well as the teachers and the students are learning to be self-aware, self

reliant, and open to information from all those whose lives they touch and 

influence. 

The administrators we are concerned with in this document are the president, the 



vice presidents, and the deans and directors who report directly to one of the 

vice presidents. While we believe that everyone at Evergreen should be caught 

up in a process of growth through self-study, our recommendations to you are 

limited to the evaluation of these administrators only. We recommend that the 

three vice presidents, their directors and deans develop appropriate systems 

of evaluation for those reporting to them. These systems should be consistent 

with the general principles stated in this report. 

One final general point. Most institutions of higher learning make little or 

no provision for the learning of the art of academic administration. It is an 

art that cannot be learned in an army, a business, or a church. The art of 

administration at an innovative college can hardly be learned and refined at a 

conventional college. Evergreen must provide its administrators (directors, 

deans, and vice presidents) with unusual opportunities to learn a new art, to 

experiment with new administrative attitudes, styles, and procedures. A unique 

college will require a unique administration, as well as a unique faculty and 

curriculum. It will require a unique interest in itself, an overwhelming 

commitment to self-study and self-evaluation. 

Given our assumptions, here is our proposal: 

(1) That the president now precisely specify the college's goals, 

objectives, and priorities. Self-evaluation cannot occur unless there is some

thing against which performance can be measured. 

(2) That the president ask the three vice presidents to formulate and 

coordinate the goals, objectives, and priorities of their separate but equal 

fiefdoms. 

(3) That the three vice presidents be required to participate, with the 

president and their deans and directors, in a continuous process of self-study 

and mutual aid, and that this be the evaluation process of Evergreen's administrators. 



(4) That this continuous process of self-study be incidental to occasional 

decisions about contract renewals and salary increases, but that such occasional 

decisions always be based upon self-study and never on . secret surveillance. 

(5) That two of the vehicles for continuous self-study be a portfolio kept 

by the administrator about himself and a regular seminar, the subject of which 

will be the general principles and problems of higher education in America today 

and the specific principles and problems of higher education and academic 

administration at Evergreen. 

(6) That administrative service at Evergreen require commitment to growth 

through learning, growth through self-study, and that this means the keeping of 

a portfolio about himself and participation in a seminar about Evergreen. 

(7) That the specific criteria of growth and the specific causes for 

notice or reprimand be developed by each vice president and his directors and 

deans for his own fief. 

(8) That there never be a campus-wide set of criteria or causes, or a 

super snooper evaluator reporting to anyone, be he vice president, president, 

or trustee. 

(9) That the vice presidents and their administrators insist on an open 

and non-secretive process of self-evaluation. 

(10) That suggestions for the content of and accessibility to the portfolio, 

and the nature of the seminar be the responsibility of each vice president and 

his directors and deans. Input from students and fellow staff must be encouraged. 

(11) That the self-evaluation criteria and system developed by the faculty 

and academic deans be taken as an example only. The other vice presiden~and 

other administrators might wish to experiment in a variety of directions because 



special criteria and procedures must be developed for those who do special 

tasks, and this at the level where the work is being done. 

(12) That administrators not be given limited terms of office. Retention 

should be based upon the recommendation of those with whom the administrator is 

actively associated if justified by the process of self-study, which should 

show growth with Evergreen and support of Evergreen. 

(13) That merit pay increases be made upon the recommendation of the 

administrator's vice president if justified by the process of self-study and 

mutual aid. 

(14) That administrators herein defined shall have access to the same 

adjudicative procedure described in the faculty document on Academic Freedom 

and Faculty Responsibility. 

We want to state emphatically that if Evergreen is going to insist on new and 

better ways of learning and teaching, then it must insist on new and better 

ways of academic administration. Well designed curricula and a carefully 

recruited faculty will come to nothing unless we can help each other discover 

and perfect better ways of operating this college. 

Moreover, we want to emphasize our commitment to the principle of real autonomy, 

the real decentralization of power, authority, and responsibility. The president 

must delegate real responsibility and he must insist that his vice presidents 

delegate real power and responsibility in turn. This process must not stop 

with directors and deans. They in turn must delegate. If we treat anyone as 

a flunky we :cdo not belong at Evergreen. He who wishes to keep a factotum at 

his beck and call should be embarrassed to be here. 

It is in this spirit that we recommend rigorous self-evaluation by a free man 

rather than sneaky surveillance by a supervisor. This is why we recommend 

.. ' 



freedom for the vice presidents to develop and experiment with their own 

unique adaptations of the Evergreen ideal. 

"The unexamined life is not worth living-- even for an administrator." 

jvk 

5/24/71 
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THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE 

May 26, 1971 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Charles McCann 

FROM: Merv Cadwallader, Chairman 

SUBJECT: Disappearing Task Force on Evaluation of Administration 

Our Task Force took the assignment you gave us very seriously indeed. 
Our careful and fruitful deliberations revealed agreement on the fol
lowing principles: 

l• The entire Evergreen community needs to hear and work toward goals 
clearly specified by the President of the College. 

2. Voluntary and continued self-evaluation based upon open and honest 
communication is a necessary condition for growth by students, 
faculty, and administrators. 

3. That the Evergreen community cannot be half open and half closed, 
half free and half slave. 

4. That an example must be set by the President and the Vice Presidents 
of Evergreen, if self-evaluation is to become a reality. 

5. That any procedural recommendations should leave enormous leeway 
for variety of applications in the different sectors of the campus. 

We are proud of our report and the speed with which we put it together. 
We think our recommendations deserve a serious effort at implementation. 
We believe that the system will work if the President and Vice Presidents 
at Evergr~en take it seriously, do it themselves, and demand that others 
try to follow their heroic example. 

The Task Force ended its work on May 20th and, true to its name, disappeared. 

MLC:ej 

David Carnahan 
Rick Fitchitt 
David Hitchens 
Richard Nichols 

cc: David Barry 
Joe Shoben 
Dean Clabaugh 

MEMBERS OF THE DTF 
Donald Parry 
Mabel Whitney 
Al Wiedemann 
Kenneth Winkley 
Mervyn Cadwallader, Chairman 

-



THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE 

May 24, 1971 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Charles McCann 

FROM: Merv Cadwallader 

SUBJECT: Administrative Evaluation 

I asked Byron Youtz to say something about our report. Here is what he said: 

In the op1n1on of some of the members of the COG who were consulted 
(Aldridge, Youtz and others), a clear and enforceable set of pro
cedures for administrative evaluation is absolutely central and 
essential to the acceptance and workability of the plan for College 
Governance being proposed. It appears that the ultimate official 
vehicle available to the campus community to assure input into 
administrative decisions will be through the administrative evaluation 
procedures. It is through this device that the community can express 
itself most constructively on the question of ad·equate consultation 
before decisions are made. Without a smoothly functioning procedure 
encouraging evaluative contributions from a wide circle of community 
opinion, the st.udents and faculty will undoubtedly invent their own 
\probably less constructive) ways of expressing their frustrations. 

It is imperative, therefore, that you, the President, express your 
expectations on the breadth of input into the administrative portfolios 
rather forcefully to the Vice Presidents, and that they, in turn, 

· express their expectations equally forcefully to the Deans and Directors 
who serve under them. 

MLC:jvk 



EVALUATION PROCES S 

I. Purpose 

The purpose of evaluation is self- improvement . It is recog
nized thilt <>ny crmvth or i1::provement can only be mea::;ured 
over time and that <.m individual can only respond to SW';[';CS
tions and c.onstructive criticL;rn by sh-mrLng inprovemcnt over 
a period of tir:1e. Grm-1th ·and chan~e, or lack of these, can 
only be evidenced by t'Si nr; tir;;c ns the iJo.se reference. In 
these rcrms then, it fol1m.7 S tlwt the more frequently nn 
inclivi (1;n1 is cvnh,;::ted o:c evaluates hiLlseJ.f, the caEd.<.:r it 
is to recopnize groJth 1nd inprovemcnt. Frequent evaluntion 
also fccil~tctcs reviewing of ~ny c~ployec 1 s job d~scription 
r:..ncl pcrform:111ce ~ !(~..:~~~i-~1('1- dcsc.ri ·)tio~1 .:.'nd pt.!rfo•~I:18nce in C011·

SOJ:<:nc.c, or pro\T~n·~ ti1~:;: ~n c.::_;loyec has e~:pcndE::d his p.:::r
formnncc beyo·q_d the nc:1~---:(· s or- dcscripticn. ·~·vn.lLration, ·as £P:l 

on-going process, is a Fay of giving us ;:he •:s tro>.c.s 11 \,;c all 
need, follo:.;ed hy suggestion:.; as to ho·d \JC~ night earn more. 

II. Use 

The evaluation may be used for: (a) promotion: (b) documenting 
curr.:::nc perfon<i2nce; (c) uaintai11ing job security. 

A. Promotiofl 

1. Civil Service. TJ'1dcr civil service L:nv, pro:notion 
must be based on compntition. The evaluation Hill 
be the documc.ntccl record of an employee 1 s assuming 
<:ddecl re~;ponsibilities, e:qancied kno>vleclge of his 
job, sclf-gyrp .. rth a~d inprovement. Coupled 11ith 
civil service requirer;:snts, an cvc-,luation portfolio 
will be an aclditioPal tool for a supervisor in making 
selections for promotion. 

2 . Ad minis trati ve e::n..:n:~t. Administrative exempt per
sonnel nre cn~loycd by the deans with no Hrittcn 
regulations ~overning prorrotion and dis~issal. It 
is reco.m;L'r;.Jc:d t1''1l: the. C':alu::-,tion DQ the~ documented 
rccor(i used uilen co'1sidering c::cr.rpt persom:cl for 
promotion end disGissnl. 

B. Docttnl.(~ntin.g current pcrfornlc:J.nce. 

1. The evnluation uill be documented record of an employee 1 s 
jolJ pl~.L·for.,,;m,:c. 

C. M3intn~1in~ job security. 

-- ___.. 



l . ~ivil Service 

For all Civil Service employees, dismissal must be in 
accord<:mce \oJi th IIEPB rules. The evaluation allm·lS any 
employee to learn of his shortcomings; and, as an 
evaluation measures growth over time, this recommended 
evaluation process gives adequate and reasonable time 
for an emoloyce to improve . Therefore, the evaluation 
will be the documented record used by an employee to 
shm.;r continuin;; competence and/or improvements . 

2 . Administrative Exempt 

As stated above under II, A, 2, there arc no writ ten 
regulations govcrnin~~ tll~~ dis1rrissal of exempt personnel. 
Again, it is recommended that the evaluation be the 
docum<?nted i··~ccr-d used by an exc~·1pt employee to 2void 
dismissJl through proof of impro·.;ement over time. 

In all but an unusual or emergency situation, no employee, classified 
or e:·:C'r-"lt, sh~ll be ,~is 1issed f··o·'l Juti2s c:ntil it h:1s been sltm'Tl 
that he bas fc.iled to ~.:nprove over a perlod of time. "Time" for al l. 
ef'1p:Loyees shall be six nunths f~·om the first recorded mw docur.1ented 
:i.ndication of needed improvewent. 

III. Ohen 

Po formalized evaluation method can take the place of a timely word
praiseHorthy or critical. If SC'":leone is doing a good job, for 
Heaven's sake, tell him sol h'hen SO!:leone .cmpcars to be floundering 
in dangerous, uncharted i." disa2;reeablc uatcrs, stic1( out a needed 
hand or foot to nclp. Do it on the soot . Evaluation is a con
tinuous ,n·ocess, and ~-t is the intent of these recommendations not 
only to encourage a more, re~ular and formalized method of evalu8tion, 
but also to urge that th~ more frequently we each receive feedback, 
(Payolla, che~ry•vords, ST'liles, ~tc.), the smoother our jobsHill go. 
It seens risky, at the least, to stockpile complaints and then 
c.v::rr.cnce fir ins .:>t so:-·.e , :):--oi:o'::::d ti11;2. Fo-rr,rl:tized evaluation r.ust 
not inhibit: o:1--~4oing eva: i.!i1Li.on. It must not be used as a scn:cn 
to hide he hind. Lists c,_: comp.:.,. l.nts and pent-up feelings do not 
contribute to an utmosphere that is positive and open. The greater 
the frequency of use, the more effective the system. Realizing the 
tcndoncv of 1nci::;t htmJans to avoic1 unp] eas:mtness .:md the rlifficulty 
\vltich n:ost have in h.:mc;lini:~ criticism (giving and receiving it), it 
is hopc:J that in scheduling evc.-'-uations, th2se problems can be c.c-sed. 
Il: is r·::-rrno;;;:cndcc1 that ;::: mini-ev;-tluation occur every three months, 
2r:d that an an;1u3l su;,1n1·1ry eval u 1tion occur in July. The time for 
the 11mini" and ~;u .. i;:-.:;r cvaluntio.1s is to be considered s.:1cred ti2e. 
set asiJc for evaluation only. 

,_j 
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Evaluation Process 
Page 3 

IV. Ho'l·l 

A. Supervisors will initially announce evaluation periods. 
Both cn:DJ oyccs ;-.'!:Hl su:Jcrvisors will then be equally 
responsible for setti~g mutually agreeable times u~d 
placc3 for tb~ evalL~tion conferences. 

B. ~-i:Lni --2v~::.lu.:1 tio~1 ccnf ere::1ce . 

TLe th1~CC! ra.Jrli-·C'l2lt~d.tion con.f-~rences '\!511 occur i"1 October~ 
J::-..... 1u.:1ry'" ~-~ld ~\Dr-i 1. 'Jh\.-~~,.. si1ov.Ld be 15-30 mi~;.1tcs ::n lcnsth, 
or ~10 rever Jo~l0/f; l lo::-t -l~si..:c~d. 'I~ile l~r.!ploy·c.e is to ch·:ose 
t:'e 1rcthod of doct':-::2.atinr; trt~~ rr:.ini._-cv.:11uat-Lor1 coru>:~rence, 

i.e. the ccmfer:cncc C<."1 be docuccnted i)y ta:<.i:-;g notes at 
the time, or by U:pc rccordi:-.r;. Eo:-ie.ver the r:1eetinz is 
chro!1ic1ed, it is stro::gly rccoc:u;Jcndeci tint it be done at 
tile t!.r:1e. i-fc:nory~ tends to f2de, fog and colo r under t h.c 
pres:.~ of 110rk. 

C. Stn:1il3ry confcrenc2 - july 

Tirls confcrc:nce is to be based on three mini r::eeti":'lgs . 
It will, at the least, consist of a one-to-one conference 
1;ct':;ccn ti1ee::~l)lo;ce 21.~.J th.c st;per'\risor . Tl1e confGrence ;.Jill 
be docum,~nt:ed in th~ mz.nner chosen by the person being 
evaluated, and fully supported by appropriate library 
resources. As the person being evaluated, you 1.1ay choose 
to: 

a . l!rite a self-evaluation, to be d!scussed with your 
su:;::crvisor. 

b. Request that your supervisor write an evaluation of you 
prior to the conference. This '1-iill be discus:~ed 2t your 
ev<.:luation confc:rPncc. (1'l1i.:; c!Jo:i.ce ob1i~"ltcs the em
ployee to writ~ an evaluation of the supervisor if th~ 
supervisor de~;:i.rcs it.) 

c. Request that other people contribute e'.raluations of you 
to be discussed at the evaluation conference . 

d. R•:quest th.:>t otl.cr !Jcop Le at tend and participate in the 
evaluation conLerence. 

e. H~ve the oral evaluation cnnfcrenc~ tape recorded and 
the tape reo~in as doc~s2ntation. 

f. Have TJOtcs wc.de at the time of the -=nn.luntion conference. 



Evaluation Process 
Page 4 

. . 

It has been recomm2nded that definite scheduled times be set 
£Side as "sacred'' ti;Jc solely for the purpose of th2 evalu:1tion 
coafLrcnce. A.lonc:; viitb t:i1 is, HC ncco·n!l:chd th..1t a s~~cred -~ L:>.ce 
b2 2~reed t~on by these concerned. Tite work area is not conduci~e 
to cont<c,, lpl:::t:Lv~ discussion, lw.-.:ver :;rief. 'Ihc e:valuation should 
be I12ld 5.n £t location ; .. here th2 part:i.::.s cor1c21~ned ~·lill rrot be 
iiitcrrup i.:t~d. 

V. Storage and access. 

F:lch eE;:)loyee keeps and E!:J.lnwm.ns his OTJ!l evaluation file. A super-
'\i~Csor '\Jill l1G.VC access to t}le £ile upon cu .. ,~sE.nt of the e;~:~Jlo:_vee .. 
All other requesrs for c.ccess to tln;: file must come through rhc 
eoployee's supervisor. A supervisor or auvone else may contribute 
to the file at ~ny t1me. 

VI. Hho 

./IJ.l library employees 2re urged ~o p<:.rticipatc in th2 evaluation 
process: part p .. ::12; stude:tt err.ployees; civil scndc::. people; 
and admi1iis trative e:·:~mpt. 

• 

. l .. 
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Fi 'le w/llt l&~wl tJf 
Yht> eva.l~af,u,.. OTF' 

THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE 

November 29, 1971 

MEMORANDUM 

To: President's 

From: Dave Barry 

Subject: Administrative Evaluation 

Vice President Shahen's paper, October 11, 1971, was a welcome analysis and 
commentary on approaches to evaluation of administrators. It was important 
n6t only for how it addressed itself to what as yet remains a future ques
tion but because (as I read it at least) it most usefully reviewed the 
climate and tone of past and present administrative practices that have 
allowed Evergreen to set down first definitions of program format in all 
areas; to bring faculty, students and staff together in attempting to 
fulfill on the statement of mission for The Evergreen State College as a 
place dedicated to placing people (students all--) in contact with on-and
off-campus sources of knm.;ledge, and to assist them to become active 
learners, responsible for development of personal talents and resources 
toward self-fulfillment as well as social responsibility and leadership 
in a troubled and rapidly changing world. 

I fully agree that these goals even when simply stated as above "remain so 
abstract and general that they admit of congenial interpretations by those 
who practice not only different but conflicting life styles." Experience 
to date verifies Joe's anticipation of "fairly severe hassles in the course 
of attaching relatively precise meanings to these thoroughly laudable con
cepts." The specific question which Joe presents is "whether all those 
fights will really be necessary and productive." I raise the further 
question of whether all the doubt and uncertainty, and ambiguity (and if 
not "fights" then at least the resultant confusion and disunity) that we 
have struggled through \vas also "really necessary and productive." I for 
one despite my willingness to admit a "special sociology of new institutions," 
am reluctant to believe that it was necessary. -

I am satisfied that it was limiting, consuming, and that it distracted most 
persons from contributing at levels of experience, talent and productivity 
of which thev \vere canable. Tt apoears to .me that all agree that the future 
leaves no room for repetition of the form of at least some of the experiences 
of the past year. 

Looking co the future it is no task to identify many forces that have the 
potential for turning the Evergreen Program around and for re-institution of 
past academic patterns; this even before present programs are in operation 
long enough to have their first fair p~ss at evaluation. This could be 
accomplished simply through reduc tion of "formula resources." It could be 
accomplished simply by lnprcssing standardized approaches that tie unit 
costs and fac ulty work loads to credit hour indices. Imagination can 
readily generate other forces and specters as well. 
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On review of efforts on other campuses across the country, the Evergreen 
Program still stands as one of the most soundly conceived. Our first efforts 
at implementation look most promising. This reflects credit for "all hands" 
but at the same time it's important to keep in mind that credits are ephemeral. 

Evergreen remains a fragile entity. We have yet to reach a level of adminis
trative and program coherence and continuity that will assure that thought-
ful review and evaluation will constitute the basis for future modification 
and change. We can be caught "dead in the water" as a result of special 
pressures from within or without. For this reason a whole series of ques
tions on administrative organization, areas of initiative and responsibility, 
delegation and coordination, accountability and locatability, etc., need 
continual review. The problems are complex and the two DTF's on Administrative 
Evaluation have served their functions well in formulating first thoughts. 

To parallel the trend of Joe's October 11 memo, I'm not sure what the May 26 
DTF had in mind other than periodic reporting from the President on the "State 
of the College" as that "State" pertains to attainment of goals, to fiscal 
problems, to community relationships, both internal 9nd external, to provide 
continual guidance and persuasion toward our "basic purposes and objectives." 
Joe's point in this paragraph deserves full support and consideration. 
"Keeping alterations---keyed to our main target, etc.----" is indeed a 
"central task of leadership" as defined by the DTF Report and there is none 
who can substitute for the President in this role. 

There are several areas \vhich need additional exploration. I agree that 
"students should learn to evaluate and judge themselves and their work 
intelligently, critically, and courageously." This principle applies 
equally to faculty and administration. The corollary of the principle which 
remains unexplored is how self-evaluation and evaluation of other sorts 
become fitted together. Self-evaluation, to have meaning within any defined 
community assumes a frame of societal reference to which the individual can 
and must relate. I assume the first level of our frame of reference is the 
total community of Evergreen and our general goals as the President has 
stated them. 

In a separate paper I have defined what I consider to be the basic elements 
of "community" in a public institution. I include the students, the faculty, 
the administration and staff, the trustees who ultimately represent the 
public at large. Each element bears a responsibility to each and all the 
other elements; a responsibility which requires consideration beyond levels 
of individual self-evaluation. A humane responsive and open system of checks 

not evolve through stages of self-assertion to self-righteousness and even 
"repressive tolerance" by any of the elements that I have described. This 
sequence is a familiar on-e in the history of human institutions in general 
and campuses in particular. Self-evaluation is an important step in the 
process but it is only a beginning. I hold this view as equally true 
whether applied to students, faculty and administration or trustees. 
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It is in this inclusive sense of evaluation that I share Joe's concern on 
Page 2, paragraph 4, when he poses the question "When both power and respon
sibility have been delegated, what remains to the person who has delegated 
them?" There is only one answer. One can delegate power to act along lines 
of authority, responsibility for actions taken remain shared by the delegat
ing element or office and all echelons of organization. The trustees as well 
as everyone else have struggled with this question. It is in this context 
that it has been accepted that persons in administrative office at Evergreen 
serve by appointment from an office of more general responsibilities, which 
office is responsible to assure that the process of positive self-evaluation 

' is pursued by the person appointed and as well that guidance and suggestions 
are provided to the appointed persons toward the goal of self-improvement in 
the administrative role. 

Joe reaches to the heart of this problem of relationships in his first 
paragraph on page 3. "---one asks a great deal of a colleague to be self
revealing about the characteristics of himself and his performance that 
could hurt him." Something is asked which transcends the immediate com
munity commitments of the Evergreen Environment. Something is asked which 
is almost existential in character which does not adequately deal with the 
changing character of individual human relationships and commitments. 
Human beings are fragile and not fully predictable. At the simplest level, 
even the physiology of being human is constantly changing and not readily 
predictable. 

Several of the items of the DTF of May 24 speaks negatively to the question 
of secrecy. I concur. However, only item 10 of this report addresses the 
question raised by Joe concerning the psychological hurt which can occur 
by "openly accounting for dismissals, failures of retention, withheld 
increments in salary, etc." In item 10 the DTF does state that "the content 
of the accessibility to the portfolio--" be the responsibility of each Vice 
President and his directors and deans with input from students and fellow 
staff to be encouraged. 

The meaning even in item 10 is not clear. The whole question of the port
folio remains an unknown. It is my first conclusion that if a portfolio 
is to include records of self-evaluation and guidance given for later review 
etc. the accessibility of that portfolio must be settled to the satisfaction 
of the two princ ipal parties \vho are involved, the appointing officer and 
the person appointed. Professional evaluation in the administrative role 
has a somewha t different base than it does for faculty and student per
formance. The roles are not readily interchangeable. This position seems 
~ 0 'hn ; ~ ~l'r'!'"'"r=l 'LT; t-L, t-h0 nrr~ r"'!'T"'Ir'l'r t- T n l "'I T , ,, '") 1 ...,r;+- r..,r'""::; .,.... '""'T"\~ ·nhr'ly0, 

they would add the President as a 3rd party. 

I have di f ficulty in separating the multiplicity of "portfolios" generated 
by an admin i s trator t h rough his daily record of actions taken or not taken. 
They speak to his intent, his mode of action, and his responsiveness in 
defining problems and drawing persons together toward their solution. They 
can and I believe s hould cons t i tute his major base of self-evaluation. 
Suggestions from peers and the as sociative groups with which he works 
constitute a more sp e cific source of materials that would not be redundant 
if placed in a portfolio and this could be explored and added to, guidance 
given by the appointing officer. Hm.rever, even here it is important to 
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keep in mind that what is considered as suggestion or guidance by one person 
may well be viewed as unwarranted criticism and/or administrative interference 
by another; again the subtle balance of relationships between delegation and 
coordination must be better understood and accepted by all. The July 14th 
Report is helpful on this point. 

The Administrative Seminar sounds like a worthy enterprise until one begins 
to develop a "tally" of the number of seminars which could be enforced upon 
persons in certain roles. I find resolution for this by viewing all adminis
trative planning sessions as basically seminars in which the wisdom of the 
group is to be sought and brought to bear upon analysis and solution of 
problems of higher education in general and in particular as they pertain 
to Evergreen. It has been my experience to date that people are so busy 
that there are empty seats even now at meetings previously agreed upon as 
essential for campus governance and program development. The work load is 
understandable but I see nothing in the circumstances that would assure that 
an additional series of administrative seminars would prove to be much more 
attractive. The present desire expressed by both faculty and students is 
for large rather than small group meetings for discussion of general problems 
and interests. 

I do not have before me a copy of the charge Vice President Clabaugh gave to 
the DTF on Evaluation of Administrators (see report July 14, 1971) but am 
impressed with how they carried the work of the first group forward into 
specifics. They appear to me to have identified elements of relationships 
that could serve as a model for all program areas. Insofar as they obviously 
committed significant amounts of time and effort, I urge that we look first 
to their report and consider its implications before we initiate any new 
process. 

Throughout the discussions on evaluation there has been consistent reference 
to words attributed to Socrates that "the unexamined life is not worth living." 
I'm sure all support t he principle. However, until we clarify the context and 
criteria for examination , determine what shall be the mode of examination and 
what its goal shall be, we have not met the responsibility implied in accept
ance of the principle. An "unexamined" approach to either "examination or 
evaluation" would be without direction or meaning. A life based on such 
approaches would also be "not worth living." The unfinished task is in the 
implementation of the principle. 
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SuLj ect------------ Continuation of Analysis of Relationships r£: memo of 11/29/71. 

CHANGING PATTER1'1S AND APPROACHES TO EVALUATION 
If relationships between administrative organization and administrative functions 

were simple it would be simple to design approaches and necessary forms to per-

form an evaluation process. However, the relationships involve a complex and 

evolving balance of relationships rooted in technical expertise and sensitivity 

to human needs and understandings. Not everyone is equally successful in all 

areas of administrative enterprise. It is for this reason that preliminary 

positive approaches to evaluation at Evergreen for students, faculty, adminis-

tration and all staff hold much promise. The challenge is to identify and encourage 

strengths, and to identify areas of potential and to assist in their development 

as well. 

Evergreen has initiated an academic and general campus program whose flexible 

responsive character reflects the changing needs of the larger society. A 

quotation from Warren Bennis on the nature of social change is a useful reference 

point: 

"The old ... is based on an old-fashioned scarcity-oriented, techn.ological 
culture. The amorphous counter-cul ture that is growing to challenge 
it might be considered a person-centered culture ... the old culture.,. 
has moral components which are authoritarian, puritanical, punitive, 
fundamentalis t. When fo rced to choose it tends to give preference to 
property over personal rights, t echnological requirements over human 
needs, competition over cooperation, violence over sexuality, con
centration over distribution, producer over consumer, means over ends, 
secrecy over openness, social forms over personal expression, striving 
over gratlilcatlon, loyaLty over truth. lhe new person-cencerea 
culture t ends to reverse all these priorities." (Arribismo. The 
Research Reporter, 1970, 2(3) 

The Evergreen academic pro gr am has been designed with sensitivity for the nature 

of these changes. The administrative program must follow in phase. Because of 

the pervasive nature of thes e changes , I contend that there are certain principles 

of administrative relationships that should be examined for their possible 

applicability to all areas of administration across the campus. Administrators 
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face two basic areas of responsibility: They must produce results within areas of 

technical competency and they must attain these results within a climate of inter

personal relationships that bring these associative groups and persons who will 

be affected by decisions into the planning process early on; this to assure their 

understanding of the parameters and constraints and to draw upon their experience 

in search for the most appropriate decision. Ideally that decision would be 

devoted toward the welfare of the human condition of all involved and as well be 

technically sound but in thR.t order. 

In this context I am defining principles which I believe underlie administrative 

leadership in all campus areas. 

Plarming----essentially a staff (includes faculty and all others) function. 

Administrative leadership sets forth goals and purposes--staff analysis 

and action (the Evergreen DTF's) determines the reality of the potential 

for fulfillment of these goals and purposes within the means (dollars, 

facilities, etc.) and human talents available. 

Decision----this is essentially an administrative function and involves 

acceptance of responsibility and accountability for deciding on a course 

of action from among the alternatives generated by staff counsel. 

Ideally, consultative interplay and exchange among staff and administrative 

elements will result in an early sorting of the potentials and priorities 

in such a manner that the most attainable and supportable shared decision 

of the success or fai l ure of the Disappearing Task Force approach we 

have followed to generate consultative staff input for the decision

making process at Evergreen. This in contrast to the more authoritarian 

approach of another day defined by Bennis. 
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Implementation----this is essentially an administrative function which follows 

from the decision making process leading to agreed upon administrative 

policy. It calls for allocation of resources, for statement of policies, 

guidelines and delegation of responsibilities and identification of the 

locatable and accountable points necessary to the implementation of the 

decision. Staff cooperation in implementation pre-supposes understanding 

of both process and goal. If these circumstances prevail,little additional 

administrative involvement is needed save when unforeseen problems require 

review and re-adjustment. 

Coordination----is primarily an administrative function and to be successful 

requires that staff operations routinely generate informational input to 

enable the administrator to be assured that agreements that led to decisions 

are being fulfilled and that phasing of relationships among all staff 

elements remain directed toward agreed upon goals. At the same time, 

such informational flow will enable identification of problems and provide 

for reconsideration and new planning for implementation and operations 

if original plans and considerations prove unattainable or undesirable. 

It is my judgment that these principles of administrative responsibility can 

and should be applied to all adminis trative offices no matter where they are. 

To do so requires that each officer have a clear understanding of what the mission 

of his office isarrlvhat his authorities and responsibilities are. 

1 0 ac comp .LlSit cnes e goa.Ls eacn oi.r lcer must have ac.lear unae rstanding of hmv 

the various offices of the organization inter-relate, one with the other and 

within some pattern which supports the general corporate mission of the 

institution from which the various breakout of authorities and responsibilities 

is derived. Only within such a pa ttern of images can effective del egation 

be accomplished. As I see it, delegation is the conferring of specified 

responsibility, initiative md authority from an office of genera l responsibility 
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to an office of more specialized responsibilities. The one to whom the 

authority is delegated accepts the responsibility for "doing the job" what

ever it may be but the general office still remains responsible for assist

ing in getting the job done. This to me is administrative accountability 

to the purposes of the organization and can not be delegated. Delegation 

means that the accountability is shared. 

Delegation and sharing of accountability are not simple relationships. lfuat 

is delegated must be made very clear. This usually can be accomplished by 

job description in areas where "line" delegation is more likely the pattern. 

It becomes more difficult in areas where there is overlap and continual 

creative interplay among offices involved in flexible program development. 

The communication needs remain much the same. Every effort must be made to 

make the delegation clear, the sharing of accountability must be understood, 

and a sys tern of "feed-back" or reporting relationships is essential. The 

office or person who has accepted the delegated responsibility is responsible 

for "doing the job." The office or person that delegated the "doing of the 

job" remains responsible and accountable for "seeing that the job is being 

done." If patterns of delegation are diffuse, then patterns of accountability 

will be diffuse and persons interfacing with the "system" will be frustrated 

because they will not be able to identify who, or what office is "locatable 

and accountable" for a particular decision or action or where and how to place 

their questions. Under such circumstances organizational conflict arises 

and success in fulfillment of the corporate purposes of the organization will 

be limited and frustrated, if not aborted. 

Under such circumstances attempts. at coordination will be viewed as "undue 

interference" and will be resisted. To succeed in coordination, offices or 
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persons of general responsibility must be able to bring various peer elements 

together to assure that where elements are out of phase with general mission, 

that adjustments can be made in accord with it's mission or to change the 

mission which may be what is needed. 

Planning, deciding, implementing and coordination and evaluation operations 

should be vested functions of all offices and the administrators should be 

"evaluated" and assisted to grow in accomplishing these functions in areas 

previously defined as technical expertise and in the inter-personal dimen-

sions of human relationships. 

Evergreen as a new institution is attempting to find administrative forms 

that will fit the corporate purposes of the institution ~;v-hich are set dmvn 

in the President's Statement of Mission. We have devised some innovative 

forms. The patterns of relationships which I have described continue to 

evolve and this is why I argue that we must not only evaluate administrators 

but continually evaluate administrative organization and program as well. 

Only in this way can we be assured that delegation of initiative is being 

accomplished and that it is also contributing to fulfillment of the institu-

tional mission. 

I am continuing to struggle with specifics for implementation of 

administrative evaluation on these principles. 

cc: Academic Deans 
Director of Cooperative Education 
Faculty Liaison Committee 
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THE PECULIAR ROLES OF THE EVERGREEN DEANS 

If all of the fundamental components of the Evergreen curriculum--

coordinated studies, contracted studies, and self-paced learning, are to 

form some kind of a coherent whole with a focus, with balance, and with a 

characteristic gestalt that gives the whole college a unique cast of its own, 

then the deans must have enough real de facto power, authority, and responsi-

bility to make the necessary operational decisions to keep it t;ogether, to 

keep it going, and to keep it solvent. They will have to be able to judge 

proposals, evaluate reports, and allocate funds. They will have to be able 

to locate and nominate faculty, reward and dismiss faculty. They will have to 

be able to orient and aid faculty and to interpret and reinterpret the 

Evergreen commitment to a liberal education to the old and new faculty. The 

president and the provost must insist that the deans do that kind of work. 

They must have the power, authority, and responsibility that kind of work 

requires. 

The deans have the reciprocal obligation, vis-a-vis the faculty, of pro-

viding the power and authority that will make the assignment of responsibility 

and the demand for accountability meaningful. The deans will have to assume 

a heavy obligation to explain and interpret, to help and assist, to facilitate 

and coordinate. The faculty will be trying to arrange . and organize the 

students' environment so as to encourage as much learning and as much human 
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development as possible. That is the art of teaching. The deans will be 

trying to arrange and organize the faculty's environment so as to encourage as 

much successful teaching as possible. That is to be the art of creative 

academic administration at Evergreen. 

Here is a list of the operational decisions the deans of Evergreen must 

have the de facto power to make without prior approval: 

(1) Prepare the academic budget 

(2) Review and approve programs, obligate funds, allocate and 

assign faculty position to programs 

(3) Recruit, interview, and recommend faculty appointments 

(4) Appoint coordinators, assign faculty to programs 

(5) Give approval for equipment, travel, and overseas field 

project requests 

(6) Formulate evaluation criteria for reappointment, salary increases, 

and program continuation 

(7) Coordinate student evaluation, credit, and grading policies. 

(8) Coordinate faculty reassignments, space assignments 

(9) Coordinate college self-study research 

(10) Make reappointment, and salary increase recommendations 

(11) Appoint ad hoc study groups as needed 

(12) Plan all college festivals and ceremonials 

(13) Prepare annual all-college, self-study reports 

(14) Assist in writing college catalog 

We have to keep in mind the importance of locating the making of 

certamoperational de facto decisions in the deans' of fice, followed by a 

review in the provost's office and then by the presid~nt. The final de 

jure responsibility for Evergreen's budget, faculty appointments, reap-
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pointments, and curriculum rests with the president. If the deans make 

serious mistakes, the president and the provost can and should hold them 

accountable. But they have to have the real freedom and power to make 

those mistakes before they can be held accountable for anything. Let me 

give a specific example: if the president does not delegate the authority 

and ppwer to spend money to the deans, the provost cannot hold the deans 

accountable. If the deans do not delegate the authority and power to the 

faculty teams to spend money, they cannot be held accountable. 

Let Ee make one more point that is very much on my mind as I try to learn 

the fine and difficult art of creative academic administration at Evergreen. 

If a dean, or a provost, or a president actually insists on prior approval 

before a decision is made, there has been no delegation of power, a~thority, 

and responsibility. Work may have been spread to flunkies down the line, but 

not the opportunity to think and work creatjvely. None of us like to take 

risks, none of us like to be surprised, but the crea~ive administration 

and wise government of Evergreen will require an unusual willingness on the 

part of the president, provost, deans, and coordinators to cope with high 

levels of ambiguity and to cope with more surprises than is our custom. 

Fortunately, if we find a good faculty and give\·l the an unusual degree of 

freedom to act creatively, and trust them, most of the surprises will be 

pleasant. 

Here is a summary of my general argument for creative administration 

at Evergreen: Each team determines its own material, its own needs, designs 

its own program, makes up its own schedules, conducts its own experiments 

in curriculum design and teaching, evaluates its own effectiveness. The 

team asks for a mandate and gets it. The team asks for a budget, and for 

students, and gets both. It is up to the team to use its resources, its 
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energy, and its mandate to do something memorable and something significant. 

The deans will be on constant call to aid in every way possible the 

creative and critical work of the faculty. They will assist and question. 

They will support and judge. 

THE EVALUATION OF THE DEANS 

The process of evaluation that is to characterize all of Evergreen 

has two basic components: 

(1) Continuous self- evaluation, and 

(2) Periodic conversation about the results of this self-

evaluation between the individual and those responsible 

to him and those to whom he is responsible. 

In the case of the deans, this means that each of us will keep some 

kind of an active portfolio into which we will place materials about the work 

we have done and how well or how poorly the work was done. It will be our 

responsibility to keep our own autobiographies, to ask our own searching 

questins, to ~olicit the comments and criticism tha~ we must have if we are 

to do good work, if we are going to be creative and 'critical. 

Periodically (at least once each quarter) the .academic deans should 

set aside a day for a very open and honest "encounter" with each other in 

which frey tell .each' other how well or poorly they think they are doing and 

ask each other how well or poorly they think they are doing and ask each 

other how well or how poorly they are actually doing. If the provost is 

interested in ·how he is doing, he could participate in those "encounters". 

The process of keeping the portfolio coupled with periodic encounters 

will provide a11 of the evidence anyone could possibly need in trying to 

---~----
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answer the question of whether or not the deans have lived up to their 

creative and critical charge. This will be true whether or not the person 

asking the question is a student, a member of the faculty, a dean, a provost 

or a president. The individual most concerned and most involved in the 

process will be the individual carrying out the self-evaluation, the 

individual reflecting on what he has done, the individual searching for 

ways to assist rather than hinder, to clarify rather than confuse, and to 

inspire rather than inhibit. 

The deans now know their duties; the deans are determined to do an 

outstanding job; and above all else the deans are determined to keep 

asking themselves and others how ane they doing. 

MLC:ej 

cc: Don Humphrey 
Charles Teske 
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